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Introduction. Throughout this paper for q p’, p a prime, F will denote
the finite field with q elements and will denote the n-dimensional vector space
of n-tuples (column vectors) with scalars from F An involution of n (or an
involutory matrix) is an n n matrix A over F such that A A-1. The n X n
involutory matrix A will be said to have signature s [8] if A is similar to the
diagonal matrix Diag [In-, -I,] for some s 0, 1, 2, n and for q odd,
and if A is similar to the direct sum matrix Diag [I_so, E1, E2, Eo], where

for q even and for s 0, 1, [n/2] ech E, is the matrix
1

the k X k identity matrix and [/] is the greatest integer less than or equal to k.
A matrix A is said to be row stochastic (column stochastic) if each of its row sums

(column sums) is a 1 and is said to be doubly stochastic if each of its row sums
and each of its column sums is a 1.
Brawley and Levine [2] require an enumeration of the row stochastic involu-

tions of signature s of n in their analysis of linear n-graphic cryptosystems with
finite ring F. They enumerate the n X n row stochastic involutory matrices
of signature s over F in the same paper.

It is the purpose of this paper to enumerate by signature the n X n row
(column) stochastic (see 2) and the n n doubly stochastic (see 3) involutory
matrices over Fq. The enumeration in this paper of the row (column) stochastic
involutions proceeds differently from that of Brawley and Levine. Also, in this
paper an enumeration by signature of the n n symmetric doubly stochastic
involutions is presented (see 4). It should be remarked that Fisher and
Alexander [5] have enumerated the n X n nonsingular matrices over F each
with a prescribed row sum vector.

Levine and Nahikian [9] have shown that the n n involutory matrix A
over a field F has signature s if and only if it can be decomposed as A In " cQP,
where each of P and Q’ is s X n of rank s, where c -2 and PQ Io if the
characteristic of F differs from 2, and where c 1 and PQ 0 if the characteris-
tic of F is 2. Brawley [1] in his enumeration of n n involutions of signature
s over Fq (an enumeration first given by Hodges [8]) used the decomposition of
Levine and Nahikian to partition the involutions into P-sets. Thus, involutions
of signature s over F, In " cQP and In -P cQIP, have been said by Brawley
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